Preschool E-Learning Day
With the cold weather predicted for Wednesday, we
are encouraging our Preschoolers to choose three (or
more!) of the following activities from the list below to
complete at home on Wednesday. We are hoping you
can have some fun with this! J Stay warm!
1. Review alphabet or number flashcards.
2. Practice printing their name (remember, only first
letter is uppercase!)
3. On a cookie sheet or table, have your child
practice printing their name, letters and/or numbers in shaving cream
with their finger.
4. Read, read, read! Preschoolers can also “tell” the story of books they
are familiar with, such as “Sneezy the Snowman.”
5. Visit some of our favorite apps – we really love Starfall!
6. Practice sorting various food items (goldfish, blueberries, etc.) by
type, category or color.
7. Walk around the house and see how many shapes your child can
identify.
8. Have fun using play dough to make letters or their name.
9. Practice cutting skills on a newspaper or magazine.
10. Practice singing favorite songs or rhymes. We really like Jack
Hartmann and Dr. Jean alphabet/letter/number songs on YouTube.
11. Try to identify the beginning sound of 10 different items in your
house.
12. Draw a picture and tell someone about the drawing.
13. Count how many steps it takes to get to various parts of your house,
(i.e. basement, kitchen, bedroom.)
14. Make different types of patterns (AB, AAB, ABC, etc.) with items
around your house.
15. Practice counting with various amounts of chocolate chips, cotton
balls, etc.
16. Go on a letter hunt throughout your home and have your child try to
identify and print some of the letters they find.
17. Practice fine motor skills by stringing noodles on yarn or using
tweezers/small tongs to pick up little items like cotton balls.

